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An investigation of Singapore preschool children’s emerging concepts of floating 

and sinking  

 

Abstract 

Despite Singapore’s excellent science achievements in international benchmark tests 

such as the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and 

Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), little is known about 

Singaporean children’s (aged 4-8) emerging science conceptions as formal science 

schooling begins at Grade 3 (aged 9). This paper builds on the well-established 

literature on preschool children’s emerging conceptions and play to illuminate 

children’s ideas about floating and sinking. Using narratives of a 90-minute activity 

involving a group of Singaporean children aged 6, we surfaced emerging conceptions 

that an object floats or sinks due to its weight, and that objects sink because water is 

“soft”—a conception that has not been reported in previous literature. We also observed 

a shift from binary discourse about floating and sinking to more graded descriptions 

(e.g. “sink a bit”) as the children played more. The play-based activity provided 

opportunities for the children’s emerging conceptions to be elicited because it was 

conceptually-oriented and created opportunities for social interactions. It allowed 

children who were not proficient in standard English to express their thinking in actions. 

In sum, this paper illustrates how play-based contexts could be used to identify 

children’s emerging conceptions. Early childhood educators in Singapore could pay 

greater attention to what children say and do during play as these offer rich grounds for 

identifying and developing children’s emerging conceptions. 

Keywords: emerging conceptions, float and sink, children, play 
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Introduction 

 In this paper, we discuss Singaporean children’s (aged 6-8) emerging 

conceptions of floating and sinking identified through play. There is an extensive 

amount of literature on children’s science conceptions and on children’s learning 

through play. Our study was built on both sets of literature by examining the different 

emerging conceptions that children possessed through engaging them as co-

constructors of knowledge during play. This elicitation approach was different from the 

more common methods such as interviews, and diagnostic instruments as we allowed 

the children to engage in a form of play that was carefully designed and enacted to 

guide them through the activities.  

Espoused as the pedagogical approach in Singapore’s Ministry of Education 

Kindergarten Framework (2012), purposeful play aims to afford learning through: (a) 

enjoyment; (b) active involvement in exploring, deepening and applying knowledge 

and skills; (c) addressing learning objectives that have been carefully thought through 

by the teacher while taking into consideration children’s interests and abilities; and (d) 

facilitation by teachers who observe children at play to discover what they have learnt, 

and shaping their activities to reinforce or extend their learning towards intended 

objectives (MOE, 2012, p. 35). During these interactions in purposeful play, children 

will draw upon their prior knowledge, experiences, and vocabulary to construct 

explanations of the observed phenomenon. Their resources, however, may be 

insufficient for constructing accurate understandings, hence conceptions that are 

different from scientifically accepted ideas may arise (Teichert & Stacy, 2002).  

In our study, we elicited young children’s emerging conceptions of floating and 

sinking during purposeful play. The data were drawn from a larger study about 

Singaporean children’s (aged 6-8) ability to learn science, a subject that is not formally 
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taught until Grade 3 (aged 9). The study was premised on our belief that children are 

curious, inquisitive, and natural scientists—they can formulate hypothesis, make 

predictions, construct explanations, and test their ideas even before they are formally 

taught the language and practices of science (Baillargeon, 1995).  

 

Goals and Significance 

 The goals of our study were two-fold. First, we wanted to find out how play-

based contexts could be harnessed as a valuable platform to elicit children’s emerging 

conceptions on floating and sinking. As compared to previous studies that adopted 

unguided play using random objects found around the classroom (see e.g., Siry & Max, 

2013), we enacted play through the purposive selection of objects given to the children. 

Specifically, we selected individual objects that were made of one material, and groups 

of objects that differed in terms of one variable (e.g., shape, size, weight, and colour) 

to allow for comparison. During play, we examined how their discourse shifted as they 

played with more objects over time. Second, we wanted to identify other emerging 

conceptions not previously reported. We examined how children’s emerging 

conceptions were expressed as they interacted with one another, with the manipulatives, 

and the adults. The purpose of this study was not to present an exhaustive list of 

children’s emerging conceptions as the data were drawn from a case study of one group 

of children. Rather, through this process lens we hoped to show how purposeful play-

based contexts could afford valuable opportunities for preschool teachers to work with 

the children’s conceptions in science. In sum, the findings of this study would 

contribute to the literature on children’s emerging conceptions and play. 

In the next two sections, we discuss the theoretical framework of this study and 

provide a literature review on children’s emerging conceptions on floating and sinking.  
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Social Constructivism 

 Our study of children’s emerging conceptions and purposeful play was guided 

by the social constructivism framework. According to Brooks (2013), constructivism 

is a learning theory based on the notion that learners generate meanings stimulated by 

interactions with the world around them. Meaning making is interpretive and 

dependent on the learner's experiences and understanding (Jonasseh, 1992). 

Knowledge is constructed when one takes new information and integrates it with their 

own pre-existing knowledge (Cooper, 2007; Woolfolk, 2007). 

Jean Piaget, John Dewey and Jerome Bruner were among the founding 

thinkers of constructivist theory. In Piaget’s epic work, The Construction of Reality in 

the Child (1954), he asserted that a child constructs his/her own reality. Piaget’s 

constructivism was based on the psychological stages of children’s development; the 

basis of learning was discovery. He believed that intellectual growth involved the 

three processes of assimilation, accommodation and equilibration. Assimilation takes 

place when learners’ new experience aligns with and was integrated into a pre-

existing cognitive structure. Accommodation occurs when existing structures are 

modified to accommodate the new information received (Block, 1982). When a child 

encounters a new experience, disequilibrium sets in until the child is able to assimilate 

and accommodate the new information into his schema, thus attaining equilibrium. 

Achieving the equilibrium requires self-regulating activities by the child to respond 

correctly to the external intrusion (Piaget, 1972).  

Vygotsky’s (1978) constructivist theories focused on the fundamental role of 

social interaction in the development of cognition. Unlike Piaget who emphasised that 

children’s development preceded learning, Vygotsky believed that social learning 
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preceded development. Vygotsky’s constructivist theory is known as social 

constructivism as he stressed the paramount importance of culture and the social 

context for the children’s cognitive development. Culture provides the child with the 

cognitive tools required for development such as language, cultural history and social 

context.  

Vygotsky was recognised for his theory of zone of proximal development. He 

noted that children did better in a task when they were working in collaboration with 

an adult compared to working on the task alone. The processes of engaging with an  

adult enables the child to refine his/her thinking to make his/her performance more 

effective. Four principles related to teaching and learning were evident: (1) learning 

and development is a social, cognitive activity, (2) the theory of zone of proximal 

development can serve to guide curricular development, (3) learning goes beyond the 

school to the home and other environments, and (4) classroom activities should be 

related to real life. Common to all these theories is the idea that a child performs the 

role of an active learner in constructing knowledge. In our work, we refer to these 

conceptions as “emerging conceptions” to: (1) acknowledge these ideas as legitimate 

and evolving as we do not expect children in the early years to have understandings 

that conform to those of the scientific community, and (2) imply that we attempted to 

work with the children’s ideas to seek to understand what they were thinking and 

doing.  

 

Children’s Emerging Conceptions on Floating and Sinking 

Children’s explanations are often regarded as “unsophisticated” as they are not 

aligned to what is commonly accepted by the scientific community (Leuchter, 
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Saalbach, & Hardy, 2014). In this section, we provide a review of literature on 

children’s emerging conceptions, specifically on the topic of floating and sinking.  

Studies on children’s emerging conceptions of floating and sinking have been 

conducted from one of the following angles: (a) cognitive development (e.g., Penner & 

Klahr, 1996; Piaget, 1930); (b) conceptual change (Havu-Nuutinen, 2005; Smith, 

1985), (c) scientific reasoning (Kohn, 1993; Tytler & Peterson, 2003, 2004), and (d) 

science education (e.g., Butts, Hofman, & Anderson, 1993; Hardy, Jonen, Moller, & 

Stern, 2006; Hsin & Wu, 2011). To cite two examples of studies that focused on 

cognitive development, Kohn (1993) found that children as young as three years old 

could predict what happened to various objects when placed in water. Smith (1985) 

found that children aged three to four would mainly attribute floating and sinking only 

to weight and did not understand the concept of density. 

Over the past decades, research studies had uncovered different types of 

children’s emerging conceptions on why objects float and sink. Broadly speaking, there 

are three types of explanation: the first type of explanation is anthropomorphic. Piaget 

realised that children aged four to six may see floating as a conscious or moral necessity 

(it is the right thing to do) or explain it in terms of cleverness—the ‘boat is cleverer 

than the stone’ (Piaget [1930] 1972, p. 136-137). The second type of explanation is the 

dynamic causes (Kohn, 1993) – for example, a boat’s ability to float is explained by the 

fact that it is moving. The third type of explanation involves the physical characteristics 

of the object.  

Emerging conceptions commonly involve a single-dimensional focus on key 

features such as objects’ weight, size or shape. Selley (1993) commented that five-year-

olds seeking a mechanistic basis for predicting an object’s behaviour in fluids 

concentrated on one key attribute of tested objects, like length, thinness, shape or colour 
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and subsequently extrapolate to new cases. Children tend to associate an object’s 

floating or sinking with either its size or weight, that is, heavy bodies sink while light 

bodies float. Recently in some studies (e.g. Ioannides & Kakana, 2001; Pramling & 

Pramling Samuelsson, 2001), it was reported that young children related to the existent 

cavities – bodies with holes would sink and those without holes would float, or a 

combination of all these variables.  

Researchers are cognizant of the difficulty that young children have with the 

concept of buoyancy as it requires comprehension of the property of density (e.g. Smith, 

Carey, and Wiser, 1985), a concept which young children have problem grappling (e.g. 

Lehrer et al. 2001). Lehrer et al (2001) noted that young children were not able to 

differentiate weight and density, and instead often conflated the two concepts into a 

general sense of heaviness. Their reasoning tended to be inconsistent with scientific 

explanations and had no explanatory power beyond very few observations.  

Kohn (1993), and Smith, Carey and Wiser (1985) suggested using “material 

kind” to explain buoyancy rather than introducing the definition of density. These 

researchers suggested that buoyancy was an easier concept for young children to 

understand. Other researchers (e.g. Hsin and Wu, 2011) were also of the view that 

relating the idea of “material” with the concept of density and flotation was more 

developmentally and scientifically appropriate for young children to comprehend. In 

Smith, Carey and Wiser’s (1985) study, they found that in explaining why one object 

was heavier compared to another of the same size, children focused on the different 

materials that the two objects were made of. However, it is worth mentioning that while 

research suggests that children have some basic knowledge of material kind as an 

everyday conception, they do not recognise material independently of shape, function 

and consistency (Dickinson, 1987; Newman & Keil, 2008).  
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 Research on students’ conceptions typically adopted the use of instruments 

such as questionnaires, surveys, and tests (e.g., two-tier or three-tier diagnostic 

instruments) to elicit participants’ ideas at certain time points and in some cases, it is 

not accompanied by interventions. While such research tools could be efficient in 

eliciting a wide range conceptions within a short period of time with large samples of 

participants, they are not recommended for implementation with young children due 

to their limited reading and writing abilities. Several researchers addressed this issue 

by creating set-ups for children to demonstrate their science conceptions. For 

example, in a study by Kloos, Fisher, and van Orden (2010), children were brought to 

a quiet room and presented with manipulatives in stages to demonstrate what they 

know about density. While the research setting allowed children’s individual ideas to 

be elicited, it was not representative of the everyday natural setting where they 

learned through interacting and negotiating meanings with other children and adults. 

In our work, we harnessed the opportunities that play-based contexts afforded 

(Authors, 2017) to gather data on children’s conceptions which emerged during 

interactions with other children and adults. 

 

Methods 

Context and Participants 

 In Singapore, preschool education is provided by both private and public 

sectors. All preschool centres are regulated by the Early Childhood Development 

Agency (ECDA), which is an autonomous agency jointly overseen by the Ministry of 

Education and the Ministry of Social and Family Development. Recognising the 

benefits of childcare and education, increased attention has been given to providing 

accessible and quality  preschool education for all children in recent years. In the 
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attempt to increase the accessibility of childcare services, new and larger childcare 

centres were built in public residential estates with more young families. In 2013, there 

was one childcare place for every three children for each cohort (ECDA, 2015). By 

2016, ECDA had met its planned schedule of providing enough places for one in two 

children (Straits Times, 2016). Hence, although preschool education is not mandatory, 

most Singaporean children attend at least two years of kindergarten before compulsory 

primary education at age 7. The fees for the preschool primary education can range 

from a few hundred to a few thousand Singapore dollars per month. Government 

subsidies are available to children who are Singapore citizens and whose mother is 

working (ECDA, 2013a).   

More efforts are geared towards stepping up the quality of preschool education 

in Singapore in the recent years. In 2012, the Ministry of Education provided a 

curriculum framework that underscores the six learning areas aesthetics and creative 

expression, discovery of the world, language and literacy, motor skills development, 

numeracy, and social and emotional development.  In February 2017, a new regulatory 

framework for preschools, known as the Early Childhood Development Centres Bill, 

was passed in Parliament to raise the quality of the preschool sector (ECDA, 2017). To 

enhance the professionalism of the teaching force, ECDA also provides training support 

(e.g., stipends, sponsorship of course fees, study allowance, professional development 

funds) for individuals who wish to become early childhood educators. Courses leading 

to a certificate, diploma or degree in early childhood education may be taken at a local 

vocational institute, polytechnic, or university (ECDA, 2013b). The high rate of 

preschool attendance and the desire to enhance the quality of preschool education 

highlight the potential impact of our study on the learning of young children.   
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The study was conducted in a kindergarten/childcare centre located in the 

Western part of Singapore. The centre was situated on the ground floor of a public 

residential block of apartments. In this study, a class of 11 children, aged 6, participated 

in four science activities. Most students had low to average conversational English 

proficiency. The children were divided into three groups – one group was guided by a 

kindergarten teacher, while the other two groups were each guided by a researcher, with 

the help of a supporting kindergarten teacher whose main role was to manage the 

children’s behaviours. This paper is based on data collected from one of the groups.  

The group consisted of three children, Derrick, Vivian, and Germaine, and Cynthia, the 

supporting kindergarten teacher (pseudonyms are used in this paper). The first author 

guided the children through the activities. 

 

Data Collection 

 Data were collected using video and audio recording. The group of three 

children sat around a table, with a video camera placed next to it.  As there was a lot of 

movement (e.g., between the table and tub of water, and around the classroom) during 

the activity, the research assistant, who was attached to the group moved the camera 

around to capture the ongoing activities and events. To capture clearer audio data, the 

researcher at the table carried a digital voice recorder attached to a lanyard around her 

neck. One voice recorder was placed on the table to capture the children’s voices. The 

research assistant wrote fieldnotes as she observed the ongoing activities. These 

fieldnotes were used to document the children’s emerging conceptions and 

subsequently to form codes for analysis. The activity lasted about 90 minutes.  

 

Data Analysis 
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 The video data were analysed using descriptive and emergent coding methods 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994; Saldaña, 2015; Wolcott, 1994). The video data were 

imported into HyperResearch. As the researchers watched the videos, we focused on 

identifying the emerging conceptions that surfaced during the activities. In the first step 

of the coding process, while we watched the video data to identify the children’s 

emerging conceptions, we created short phrases as codes to label video snippets. The 

codes identified were: (1) filling an object will make it sink, (2) light equals soft, (3) 

objects sink because they are heavy, (4) objects sink because water is soft, (5) wet 

objects sink. In the second step, we grouped the codes with connected ideas. As such, 

the codes (1) and (3) were combined. The coded videos were then represented in the 

form of narratives below. 

  

Findings 

 The activity involved student inquiry on the flotation of diverse objects 

including plastic balls, rubber balls, marbles, plastic spoon, paper clips, paper, wooden 

blocks, wooden chopsticks, and plastic containers. The children were first invited to 

predict which objects would float or sink. Then they tested their hypotheses by dropping 

the objects in a tub of water. They were then asked to observe the objects in the water, 

provide possible reasons for the observations, and evaluate their predictions (Authors, 

2016). Additionally, an electronic weighing balance was made available. This came in 

handy as the children suggested using weight to predict floating or sinking. As 

compared to estimating the weight of the objects by hand, the weighing balance 

provided an alternative and more accurate means to compare the weights of objects. 

After several tests, the children were asked to make generalisations of floating and 

sinking based upon their observations. In this section, the children’s emerging 
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conceptions were illuminated in the narratives where we described how they engaged 

in play. Four emerging conceptions about floating and sinking were demonstrated 

during the 90-minute playtime: (1) objects sink because water is soft, (2) heavy objects 

sink and light objects float, (3) wet objects become heavy and sink, and (4) filling up 

an object will make it sink. It was noteworthy that the children’s verbal articulations of 

their emerging conceptions were not always clear. This was possibly due to their limited 

language proficiency as English may not be the main language of communication used 

at home. However, the researchers consulted with one another to ensure accurate 

representation and interpretation of the children’s emerging conceptions below.  

 

(1) Objects sink because water is soft 

 The first emerging conception was surfaced at the early stage of the activity 

when the researcher asked the children if they knew what “floating” and “sinking” 

meant. Derrick said that sink “means drop inside”. Germaine elaborated further with 

hand actions as shown in Figure 1. She lifted both hands above her head and did a 

downward motion to show the movement of a sinking object. In addition, she 

elaborated, “When the water is very soft, [to sink] means [to] go down”. Here, we 

inferred that she had probably seen several examples of soft objects not holding up hard 

objects and applied the idea to describe the phenomenon of sinking and floating. 

Alternatively, it could be that she had the experience of squeezing soft objects such as 

stuffed toys. Since she could put her hand into water and move her fingers freely in it, 

she associated that feeling and movement with softness.    

 

<Insert Figure 1 about here> 
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(2) Heavy objects sink and light objects float 

  When asked to predict which objects would float or sink, the children 

unanimously agreed that heavy objects would sink and light objects would float. They 

were then tasked to separate the objects provided for this activity into two groups—  

sinking objects or floating objects. They did so by feeling the weight of the objects and 

categorising them into the two different groups. The children were then told to test their 

predictions by dropping the objects in a tub of water provided. Taking turns, they picked 

up objects which they had earlier grouped as “floating objects” and dropped them into 

the tub of water. The list of objects included a Styrofoam block, a plastic strip, 

disposable chopsticks with plastic wrappers, a plastic spoon, a rubber band, a sponge, 

and a plastic sheet (see Figure 2). Unexpectedly, Derrick walked to the back of the 

table, picked up some marbles (which were in the list of the ‘sinking objects’) and 

dropped them into the tub of water. Germaine commented that the marbles were “too 

heavy”. She proceeded to pick up a wooden block which was previously placed in the 

“sinking” pile. She had changed her mind and predicted that it would float. She gently 

placed the wooden block in the tub of water and it floated. Vivian and Derrick continued 

to pick up more objects, including a Styrofoam sheet, a ping pong ball, and a plastic 

cover from the table, and dropped them into the water. The children stared in 

amazement, watching the objects float in water. Before Derrick dropped a can of diet 

Coca-Colainto the same tub of water, Cynthia asked if he thought the can of diet Coca-

Cola would float or sink. Derrick replied that the can would sink because it was heavy. 

However, the object floated and he was surprised.   

<Insert Figure 2 about here> 

 

(3) Wet objects become heavy and sink 
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 Author 1 drew the children’s attention to a piece of paper which had begun to 

sink to the bottom of the tub. Germaine attributed what she observed to the wetness of 

the object. Author 1 probed further, “But then this sponge is also wet.” Derrick said, 

“Because sponge is heavy” to mean that wet objects could weigh differently. This view 

contradicted his observation of the floating sponge and his earlier claim that lighter 

objects float. Directing Germaine’s attention to the rubber bands in the water, Author 

1 asked why some floated and some sank. Germaine explained, “Oh because the rubber 

band [is] almost going to get wet. Then when it’s wet, it’s heavy, then it go[es] down.” 

She probably meant that the rubber band was taking in water and hence, became heavier 

and sank.  

 

(4) Filling an object will make it sink 

 Germaine next, turned her attention to a plastic container partially filled with 

water. She emptied the water in the container and used a plastic spoon to scoop some 

water into the container. Derrick helped her by squeezing water from the sponge into 

the container. Germaine explained that she intended to make the plastic container sink. 

She covered the container, now completely filled with water, and put it into the tub of 

water. The container remained afloat. When Viviane placed a piece of crushed paper 

into the plastic container, Germaine threw it out saying that, “[the] paper is too soft”. 

Derrick suggested doing something else, “I think we need to [take] out more; so many 

things.” Because there was not enough space to add more objects, Derrick suggested 

taking out some and replacing them with heavier objects. He opened the cover of the 

container with water, dropped in a marble and a wooden block. He put in a plastic sheet 

but later took it out and replaced it with a rubber ball which he thought was heavier. 

Viviane contributed an iron nail to the container. Derrick released the container of water 
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but saw that it remained afloat. Germaine emptied the contents in the container and the 

children tried to fill it with different objects including the ping pong ball, rubber ball, 

nail, sponge, and wooden block. After several attempts, Derrick had a different idea. 

He took over the container from Germaine, emptied it and placed a can of Coca-Cola 

in the container. Now the container was partially submerged in water. Going further, 

Derrick opened a bottle at the end of the activity and started filling it up with water to 

make it sink. 

 

Discussion and Implications 

In comparison to Grade 2 students whom we have reported in another paper 

(Authors, 2016), the kindergarten children reported in this paper understood floating 

to mean “above water” and sinking to mean “the bottom of the tub”. Hence, their 

predictions of the flotation were in binary terms, meaning that they either float or 

sank. For example, when a lighter plastic ball and heavier rubber ball were dropped 

into the tub of water, both float but the latter was submerged more. Germaine 

described the plastic ball as floating and the rubber ball as sinking. This finding was 

coherent with what was reported in the child development literature about children 

aged 6 and below (MacBlain, 2014) who tend to argue in binary ways. However, as 

the play progressed and the children tested their ideas, and made more observations, 

we saw evidences of the children changing their binary discourse. For example, the 

children described some objects as sinking or floating “a bit”. This change was 

informed by their observations of the positions of the objects in water.  

 Similar to previously reported studies (e.g., Dentici, Grossi, Borghi, Ambrosis, 

& Massara, 1984; Bulunuz, 2013), the children expressed emerging conceptions of 

floating and sinking. They attributed these phenomena mainly to weight and used this 
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property extensively in their predictions. Havu-Nuutinen (2005) described this as the 

“weight-based model” (p. 276) of floating and sinking. The children did not show any 

conception of the relationship between the objects and water; neither did they 

consider the interplay of several physical variables that led to the observed 

phenomena. A similar observation was made in Havu-Nuutinen’s (2005) study, where 

the children were not able to connect all the factors pertaining to density concepts, 

possibly due to their cognitive immaturity and inexperience. It was within our 

expectations that the children had not developed the understanding of density, 

buoyancy, gravity, and other relevant concepts that were too complex for children of 

this age group to comprehend. In fact, Piaget (2001) had suggested that children do 

not develop any understanding of density until age 6-8. 

 Interestingly, we had one child (Germaine) who attributed sinking to the 

“softness” of water, a conception that was not previously reported in the literature. 

According to Germaine, water was “soft”, meaning that it had little resistance against 

the force exerted by the objects that fell into it. Although the attribution of floating or 

sinking to the properties of the objects and/or water had been observed in 

Hadiachilleos, Valanides, and Angeli’s (2013) study with students at grades 4, 6 and 

8, “softness” was not among the properties of water mentioned in their study. We 

have two interpretations of Germaine’s conception. First, as seen from her other 

statement that “paper is too soft”, she could have conflated the meaning of light and 

soft, and hence, thought that light equals soft. Second, she could have meant that 

softer materials would make way for harder materials. Since paper was unable to push 

through water and stayed on top of water, it was thus “too soft”.  

As the play progressed and the children explored more, we saw that they had 

the idea that objects that floated could be made to sink. For example, Germaine said 
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that the container had to be covered and she pushed the plastic container filled with 

water to the bottom of the tub. When she released her hand, the plastic container rose 

to the surface of the water. This implied that she had the idea that by applying force, 

she could make an object sink permanently, and that covering the plastic container 

would make it sink. The children also made repeated and persistent attempts to make 

the plastic container sink by filling it up with many different objects—mostly those 

they thought were heavy. They corrected one another by taking out some objects that 

others had put in and replacing them with objects which they thought were heavier. 

There was a lot of exploration in testing their ideas to make the plastic container sink 

using heavy weights. The children further reasoned that light objects such as paper 

and sponge can absorb water, become heavier, and sink. We interpreted the children’s 

actions and words to suggest that they were still using the property of weight to 

decide whether an object would float or sink.   

 The exploratory and playful learning experiences were very useful in 

identifying young children’s emerging conceptions due to two reasons. First, the 

social interactions during play was active and conceptually oriented as the researcher 

and teacher were present to prompt the students to predict, test their ideas, made 

observations, and suggest possible explanations. Hence, there were abundant  

opportunities for children to express their ideas. When exploring ideas together, the 

children were observed supporting, as well as, pitting their wits against one another. 

In the process, the children’s emerging conceptions were surfaced.  

Second, play offered opportunities for children to display their emerging 

conceptions through their actions. This was especially valuable for young children 

who have difficulty expressing their thinking clearly or chose to engage in play 

without talking. For example, Viviane was less articulate as compared to Germaine 
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and Derrick. She contributed a piece of paper to the plastic container to help make it 

sink. However, in doing this she demonstrated that she had the idea that more things 

would add weight and help in sinking. During play, we also saw how Germaine tried 

to fill the plastic container with many different objects to add weight to it and make it 

sink lower into the water. These actions demonstrated her understanding of weight—

although it was only one of the many concepts that could be used—to explain floating 

and sinking.  

For children who were more verbal, their emerging conceptions could be 

elicited during show-and-tell and fun-play where they expressed their thinking in 

actions and words and hence, making emerging conceptions more visible. For 

example, we heard Germaine reason that “paper is too soft” and hence, possibly 

showing her conflation between “soft” and “light”. As the children played longer, 

they gained confidence and wanted to explore more ideas. Initially, the children 

picked up one object at a time and dropped them into the tub of water. Over time, they 

became more excited and started throwing multiple objects into the water to watch 

them float or sink. They also manipulated the objects in water (e.g., squeeze the 

sponge and putting it back into the water, and tearing up the piece of paper into 

smaller pieces) to observe if they float or sink differently. In sum, play-based learning 

had afforded children the context to explore and test ideas, without fear of being 

punished or embarrassed. Play-based learning recognises children as active agents 

who construct their own learning paths, as opposed to following the scientific method, 

such as first formulating hypothesis. The latter would have greatly disadvantaged 

children who have no prior knowledge about floating and sinking, and exclude them 

from participating in the science discourse.  
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Conclusion 

Our study showed how children’s emerging conceptions about floating and 

sinking could be elicited through purposeful play. The validity of this approach was 

shown by its effectiveness in eliciting the weight-based model as the main conception 

of floating and sinking harboured by the young children. We also identified a hitherto 

unreported emerging conception in the early childhood science education literature, 

that objects float if they are “softer” than water. There was also a shift from binary 

discourse about floating and sinking to more graded descriptions (e.g. “sink a bit”) as 

the children played with more objects. The elicitations were possible as the play-

based context allowed for social interactions—spoken and unspoken—so that 

children’s emerging conceptions may be demonstrated. 

 

Limitations 

 We acknowledged that the small number of participants and short duration of 

the study were two limitations of the study. As such, few emerging conceptions were 

surfaced. However, the purpose of this study was not to consolidate a comprehensive 

list of emerging conceptions as much as it was to elicit the conceptions through play. 

We have shown how this was done through the narratives. In a future study, we could 

explore how to incorporate inquiry into play to guide the young children in discovering, 

for themselves, the factors that determine whether an object floats or sinks.  

 We also acknowledged the possibility of misrepresenting the children’s 

thinking as we could not get them to elaborate on what they were saying or doing even 

when probed to explain their predictions, actions, and observations. As mentioned 

earlier, we were cognizant of the children’s limited standard English proficiency 

possibly because it was not the dominant spoken language at home. As such, we could 
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only infer from the children’s actions and briefly spoken phrases used to describe their 

thoughts and actions.   
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Figure 1. Germaine used hand actions to show what sinking means. She lifted both 

hands above her head and moved them downwards.  

 

 

Figure 2. Germaine and Derrick were filling the plastic container with various objects 

to make it sink. 
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